Come Follow Me - Old Testament
Week 19 : May 2 - May 8 ~ Exodus 35-40: Lev 1; 16; 19
Monday - Read the introduction for this week’s CFM. Introduce word of
the week and discuss.
FHE - Before doing FHE, or CFM in general for the week, read through
the section prior to this week’s CFM pages titled Thoughts to Keep in
mind: “The Tabernacle and Sacrifice”. Highlight any parts you would like
to incorporate in your FHE or throughout the week. Do the activity on the
2nd page below.
Tuesday - Read Exodus 35: 20-29 Everyone has something to contribute.
President Bonnie L. Oscarson taught: “Each member should know how
much he or she is needed. Each person has something important to
contribute and has unique talents and abilities that help move this
important work along”. Journal what your contributions to the Lord can
be.
Wednesday - Do section “The Lord wants me to become holy as He is” in
the CFM manual through the chart which you can have the older kids
journal.
Thursday - Do the 2nd half of the section “The Lord wants me to become
holy as He is” beginning with just following the chart.
Friday - Read Leviticus 1:3. Why must it be a male “without blemish”?
What do you think it means by “he shall offer it of his own ‘voluntary’ will”
when they have already been told what to do? Liken sacrifice to the
atonement of Jesus Christ.
Sunday - Do section “Through the Atonement of Jesus Christ, I can be
forgiven” in CFM manual. Review the word of the week and discuss
lessons from church that day.

FHE
This activity will actually partly be done before FHE really begins. Take
kids into a messy room of the house to do FHE. Acknowledge that this
probably isn’t the ideal place to do the lesson and suggest moving to the
bathroom. How about the hallway? Ask the kids where they suggest it
would be best to do the lesson and then proceed to go to your ideal
location.
Ask the children why they didn’t want to do the lesson in the playroom/
bathroom, etc. Explain that there are ideal places to do certain activities
such as FHE is most enjoyable in the family room and the dishes are
easiest to clean in the kitchen sink vs the bathtub, or bathing is ideal in a
tub or shower vs outside with the hose. Now we COULD shower outside
in the dirt with a hose, or do dishes in the tub if needed or even do FHE
in a less than ideal room in the house but each of these activities get the
best results when done in the ideal location for that activity. The same
goes with sacred places. We can feel the Savior anywhere we invite Him
but it is easiest to feel Him in certain locations.
What holy places do we have today that helps us draw/feel closer to the
Savior? What are some of the things about these locations that make
them so ideal to worship God and feel our Savior near? (sacred,
symbolism, quiet, clean, etc) Discuss any highlighted parts from Thoughts
to Keep in Mind: The Tabernacle and Sacrifice found at the beginning of
this week’s CFM outline.

